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Abstract

The Case of Peru: The Mystery of Capital among the Indigenous Peoples of the Amazon by Hernando de
Soto. This case study is based both on the findings of the research carried out by the Institute for Liberty
and Democracy (ILD) over the last 10 years, and on the permanent relationship it has with organizations
representing more than 700 tribes in the Peruvian Amazon. The COVID-19 pandemic has greatly impacted
vulnerable members of the indigenous communities. Economic recession and unemployment in cities
has increased migrations to their territories, with its concomitant informal activities, such as mining and
deforestation. It is now essential that the indigenous peoples of Peru’s Amazon region be provided with
property rights that allow them to manage and take advantage of their natural resources. They also must
be allowed to negotiate on equal footing in global markets so they can protect themselves from invasion
of their territories and destruction of the environment.

The Mystery of Capital Among the
Indigenous Peoples of the Amazon
The Case of Peru1
By Hernando de Soto
Lima, September 2020

1. Part of the results of this investigation were published in El Comercio newspaper as: “The Amazon is not Avatar” (June 5, 2010)
and in the OECD – Development Co-operation Report 2011. The findings of this research – which demonstrate the need to
provide indigenous peoples with secure and efficient property rights to control their territory, protect their environment, take
advantage of their natural resources, and join globalization – continue to be current issues of the utmost relevance.
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I.

Introduction

More or less a decade ago, globalization began rolling in to the Peruvian Amazon. Local indigenous communities have witnessed the forces of the global market up close. They fear they will be displaced and
enslaved by outsiders eager to benefit from the valuable natural resources on their jungle lands — the
petroleum industry, logging and mining companies, as well as swarms of settlers migrating into the jungle
(Creoles from the cities and Indians from the highlands). The natives also worry that these outside forces will
continue to debase the biodiversity of their forests.
Historically and all over the world, people facing invaders whom they believe are intent on destroying their
world fight back, ferociously. Peru witnessed a tragic example of this very human response on June 5, 2009
in Bagua, located in the Amazon Region in the heart of the Peruvian Amazon. Tragically, dozens of Peruvians
died and over 150 were wounded.

BAGUA — A TYPICAL CASE OF A PROPERTY RIGHTS-RELATED “SOCIAL CONFLICT”
In June 2009, within days of the violent clashes between the inhabitants of Bagua and the police at Bagua,
my colleagues from the Institute for Liberty and Democracy (ILD) and I traveled extensively throughout the
region to try to discover the causes of the clashes. We quickly realized that this crisis in the Amazon was not
an isolated incident, but emblematic of the more than 200 “social conflicts” in Peru. Conflicts are mainly over
land-use and government concessions, revealing that — despite our economic progress — there remains
growing unrest and dissatisfaction among Peruvians who have not yet shared that prosperity or don’t feel
they are part of the new order that produces it.
After eight months of fieldwork, including in-depth interviews with the leaders of all principal tribes and
chiefs of some 200 indigenous communities, I have come to share the fears of many Amazonians regarding
globalization. Do we believe that all those outsiders should be arrested, locked in their plastic coffins, and
sent back home in their spaceships, like the American miners in the recent Hollywood blockbuster Avatar
who invaded Pandora, the movie’s fictional Earth-like moon?
Absolutely not. The real problem is not the outsiders but the fact that these indigenous peoples do not
have the means to thrive or to protect themselves from being exploited unfairly. Dispatching invaders is only
possible in the movies and not in the 21st Century Peruvian jungle, for three good reasons. First, expelling
migrants would be physically impossible; more than 80 percent of the population of the Amazon — almost
all of them Peruvians, including recent settlers and a growing number of natives — have already opted
for some kind of accommodation to the region’s fledgling market economy. Second, because it would be
politically impossible; the indigenous communities represent only about one percent of Peru’s total population. The rest of the country considers the Amazon as an integral part of Peru and is directly or indirectly
dependent on revenues and taxes generated there. They would not sympathize with any effort to expel the
newcomers.
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Third, and most important, the vast majority of indigenous people do not reject globalization outright. Our
research has revealed that these communities have been in touch with outsiders for hundreds of years. Like
poor people in the rest of Peru and the world, they want the benefits of modern healthcare, education, and
technology. And like generations of Peruvians before them, they have been increasingly migrating to cities
searching for a better life. According to our polls, more than 50% of those remaining in the forest do not want
their children to continue living in their isolated communities.
The ILD also learned that even when communities have expelled mining companies eager to make a deal,
the locals began mining the ore themselves or hired small informal mining groups to extract the ore in exchange for rent and a share of the profits. Unfortunately, these efforts tend to be primitive, illegal, ecologically disastrous, and relatively unprofitable. So why do they reject legitimate offers that are likely to be more
profitable and more ecologically responsible? Here is my conclusion: Control!
The native communities prefer being in charge of their own resources and destinies, even if it means forfeiting a sizeable income. What they are adamantly rejecting is being overwhelmed by the overbearing forces
of globalization. They refuse to continue being marginalized and having no role in the production model
that is being proposed by globalization; they reject
feeling inadequate in their own neighborhood.
More and more, I am convinced that this feeling of
powerlessness is what has pushed these people
toward radical politics that lead to the kind of violent response we saw in Bagua.
Talking with one of my best newfound friends
among the Amazonian tribal leaders, I asked
whether he hadn’t thought about ways to stay in
control, to preserve his culture and dignity while
simultaneously living and prospering in the face
of the encroaching reality of modernity. After all,
Picture 1: Peru, Madre de Dios Region. “Without the
most of us who live in the globalized world origirule of law, globalization can bring disorder”.
nally came from tribes, clans, fiefdoms, traditional
villages, and extended families. Of course, he had
thought about how best to deal with globalization, he answered. But he still couldn’t figure out the best way
to deal with such an overwhelming force as globalization. I suggested that the biodiversity that indigenous
people so adamantly defended in order to protect their flora and fauna was not that much different from
the formula for coping with globalization. Human solutions to social problems have often arisen from the
dynamics of nature. It’s conceivable that the systems that produce prosperity follow one grand pattern.
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II.

The Science of Biodiversity

The Amazon may be the most efficient system we have for controlling and confronting an enemy that is
even more daunting than globalization — the forces of disorder that arise in the universe. According to the
Second Law of Thermodynamics, the underlying characteristic of the universe is “entropy,” the obstinate
tendency for energy and matter to degrade. If we don’t work against this tendency and protect life, it will
disappear, die out. Entropy, in fact, is all around us: burst tires do not re-inflate, milk does not flow back into
bottles, and ashes do not re-assemble into logs. Growing cities get littered with garbage; their once orderly
traffic becomes chaotic. Everything moves toward degradation and disorder.
How does the Amazon avoid this? By creating its own order,  what we call “biodiversity”  which has three basic characteristics. The first is a boundary of sorts surrounding it, separating and defending it from universal
chaos. Second, this boundary (what biologists call the ecotone, membrane, or epidermis) can be permeated by the surrounding energy and nutrients required to maintain its integrity and development. Third, the
boundary is able to receive, read, and interpret signals from the outside so that the system can absorb what
it needs and filter out what can destroy it. Provided that it protects its interior by maintaining contact with its
exterior, the biodiversity of the Amazon can be defined as “an open system.”
Here is the economic parallel: Like the universe, globalization is an enormous space that is also chaotic and
will distort anything that is not protected by an open system. If the indigenous economy does not have a
boundary to separate it from global chaos, allowing it to absorb exterior benefits and to receive and read
global signals, globalization will sweep it away.
Those economic systems with permeable membranes have obtained that protection through property and
business law — precisely what the indigenous people lack. It is only the law that can provide them with the
tools they need to create boundaries and structures necessary for protecting them from the harms of globalization and taking advantage of its benefits.

III.

An Environment for Creating Combinations and Life

The idea that to live and prosper requires an independent and strong environment that will help you control
your surroundings to your own advantage where you can combine resources to create abundance and diversity is very old. Aristotle reckoned that mice could not exist without the permeable spaces inside stores
of wheat, and that fleas could not have developed without the pockets of air that formed between bed
sheets.
That is probably why Charles Darwin, author of The Origin of the Species and the father of organic evolution,
wrote that life may have begun in a “warm little pond with all sorts of ammonia and phosphoric salts,” feeding off the light and heat of the surrounding environment to form a protein compound that could generate
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creative complexity.2 Scientists have since speculated that maybe life didn’t begin in a pond. The primordial
soups from which existing life systems originated could have slowly evolved within oily bubbles in shallow
coastal waters, or in the cracks of subterranean rock, or in geothermal vents on the sea floor. For my purpose, the exact place where life began doesn’t really matter. What’s important is that for any bio-system to
develop into a self-sustaining order and to adapt to its environment requires a porous shield that can identify
and differentiate outside signals.
This is not news for the indigenous peoples of the Amazon. They have long developed the means to discriminate between different signals and have learned to adapt to a constantly evolving environment, joining
forces and interacting with all the other living systems in a state of equilibrium.
Nor will this come as news to Peruvians from Arequipa, where I come from. Arequipa evolved from erupting volcanoes that formed a crack in the barren land of the desert —Darwin’s “warm little pond”— where
an open system developed and transformed that crack into a green valley rich with vegetation. To make
this environment friendlier to humans, ingenious farmers had to plant new crops, build irrigation channels,
devise more effective fertilizers, and control plant diseases. To avoid economic disorder and protect the
interests of all parties concerned, the people of Arequipa had to design open systems based on property
and business law, legal frameworks to divide opportunities, settle disputes, and connect businesses to their
suppliers and clients.
Nor will any of this strike the residents of Ica or the new farmers along the Peruvian coast as a major innovation.
The new legal environment created in the 1990s provided their properties and businesses with that same kind
of protective and nutritious porous membrane. Meanwhile in the fields, the new entrepreneurs were able to
pump water from the subsoil or draw it from distant rivers, funneling it into isolated areas artificially protected
from infestations and other environmental attacks. Whether to adapt to the entropy of the desert or globalization, people created physical and legal environments that allowed the desert of Ica to bloom.
Consequently, although we may not know the scientific origins of life, what we do know is that the natural
impulse of things to join with one another is extremely strong, provided there is a clearly bound open system in which these resources can organize and combine. As Nobel laureate Christian de Duve once wrote,
the incentive to assemble is “an obligatory manifestation of matter, bound to arise wherever conditions are
appropriate.”
This impulse is also found in the biodiversity of the Amazon jungle where nature has created joining mechanisms such as cell adhesion molecules and connective tissues that permit individual cells to couple and
form multi-cellular organisms. In fact, joining can be crucial to survival. For example, when cells are detached from others or the surrounding matrix, they usually die within a short time, a process called anoikis
—Greek for “homelessness.” Without an environment that allows living organisms to assemble, and that
simultaneously takes advantage of the energy and nutrients available outside its boundaries, there would
be no biodiversity.
2. Letter from Charles Darwin to Joseph Dalton Hooker (1 February, 1871).
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As the indigenous peoples confront globalization, they must also face up to this dilemma: either they arm
themselves with the necessary legal elements to combine their resources and create wealth, or they gradually disappear as a people homeless.

IV.

An Environment for Creating Combinations and Wealth

To help solve this dilemma, I devised what philosophers call a “thought experiment” to explore the number
of signals and combinations a native entrepreneur would need to give added value to his trees by transforming them into pencils.
To begin, they will have to chop down trees from Loreto cutting them into even slats with grooves drilled
into them so that graphite mined in Sri Lanka can be sandwiched in between. But graphite imported from
Asia is not enough to make a proper pencil. A firm has to extract and deliver clay from Mississippi, while
another processes animal fats treated with sulfuric acid. And yet another obtains and processes candelilla
wax from Mexico so that the graphite can be wetted with all these materials. Then it must be baked at 566
degrees Centigrade to ensure the pencil lead will not disintegrate when pressed on writing paper. Before
this, another organization has to produce machines needed to dry kiln the wood, and yet another to lacquer
and burnish it several times so the surfaces of the pencil can slide between your fingers.3
And that’s just the materials any pencil entrepreneur will need. To organize the production of pencils, he has
to identify and locate the producers of every necessary ingredient and ensure that when purchasing and
importing them, they are actually transferred to his ownership. He must also ensure that the suppliers exist
and can be sued. For this, the pencil manufacturer has to rely on the rules, records and maps provided by
property law, which will allow him to recognize the owners, their addresses, the assets they own, the third
parties and legal representatives with an interest, claim, encumbrance, easement or some sort of influence
on the quality control of the ingredients. He will also be able to compare one supplier with the other and
identify his competitors so as to develop effective business strategies.
To build a business that can coordinate and control the entire production of pencils under one command,
with its own technicians and machinery, and ensure that the business is well run, its orders and schedules
scrupulously followed, the pencil maker needs an environment with a clearly established management
hierarchy defining everyone’s responsibilities. To ensure that the commitment of his suppliers be unequivocal and valid, complying with delivery dates and conditions, he needs solid contracts. To reduce the risk of
having to vouch for some failure with all the resources he owns, he needs to have the legal status of limited
liability so that he is responsible for only the assets he has committed to the business and no more. To ensure that his suppliers’ companies deliver even if their owners die, change, retire or go bankrupt, he needs to
know whether ownership succession has been established, and that default and conflict resolution devices

3. This example is based on Leonard E. Read’s, I, Pencil (in The Freeman, The Foundation for Economic Education, December
1958).
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are in place. To make sure that his suppliers don’t just leave their firms, withdrawing all their investment and
leaving him with nothing, he needs devices to lock-in capital in a way that prevents suppliers from fleeing
without compensation. All of these protections and functions are provided by business organization law.
The legal instruments that signal where things are located and how to fix them in optimum combinations
are like nails or ropes in a jungle construction; they contribute nothing to the physical structure, yet make it
possible. Instead of joining beams, boards, and palm leaves, however, these connective devices assemble
people’s knowledge, work, capital, and assets to create wealth. If anyone confronts globalization without
the permeable boundaries, signal systems, and devices for making productive combinations provided by
property and business law, they will be abruptly displaced and absorbed by those who do have them.
That raises the big question: Do the indigenous peoples of the Amazon have the property and business
laws to protect themselves and for making productive combinations in an increasingly globalized world?
Here follows a summary of the answers we discovered at the time of our research:

A. THE INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES DO NOT HAVE CONTROL OVER THEIR TERRITORIES
The majority of Peruvians have presumed that the State had long ago given the indigenous peoples of the
Amazon property rights over their territories. That is not true. There are approximately 5,000 communities in
the Peruvian Amazon, and only about 5% have a property title that allows them to control their territory and
manage their so-called communal resources efficiently and productively.
Although the State has recognized 1,497 communities, and given some sort of property title to 1,260 of these
— progress to be sure — the titles are of little use or value for the following eight reasons:

1. The majority of the indigenous peoples’ titles do not provide the precise location of the properties: 80%
do not have precise boundaries, do not use universal coordinates, nor make reference to geographic
features that would allow the properties to be identified with certainty within a standardized system. Furthermore, the few titles that have been granted are inscribed in registries that lack a geographic base.

2. The titles cannot be readily used to protect holders from third party claims. Many contain errors in the
names of the holders, have several title holders for the same piece of property, and have overlapping
boundaries with other properties belonging to other communities, community members, concessionaires, productive forests, and protected natural areas.

3. The titling system is not easily accessible to the different jungle communities and the process is
extremely long and expensive requiring an average of 747 working days at a cost of 102,150 soles
(US$36,095), which was equivalent to 186 times the average basic wage in Peru at the time we conducted our research.
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Picture 2. The indigenous peoples of the Amazon
document, transfer, and rent their individual possessions, much like people in other parts of Peru.

Picture 3: Map of Marankiari Bajo (Lower Marankiari):
The indigenous peoples of this area are subdividing
community lands themselves.

4. The entities charged with titling indigenous properties lack leadership, continuity, and operational
capacity. For instance, responsibility for titling has bounced from the regional agricultural headquarters
to the national agricultural land titling organization (PETT), then to the incipient regional governments,
thus limiting its objectives and efficiency enormously.

5. Communities do not have a local official registry to document and publicize property; nor do they have
the means to record and prove their various property transactions (rental, sales, transfers, etc.).

6. Ownership cannot be clearly determined because communal rules for acquiring and keeping status as
a community member are not duly documented. Rules differ from one community to the next, and the
member rolls are not updated.

7. By giving each community the authority to create its own rules, the State, instead of creating a single
law for the indigenous peoples of the Amazon, has created some 5,000 sovereign legal systems that
are not standardized. Consequently, it is impossible to compare and measure them.

8. As a result of all of the above, particularly the fact that property within a given community arises from
an extra-legal act approved by community members or authorities, property rights are thus only recognized within a given community. It is very difficult to get a right recognized outside that community.
For instance, we know of a case where a mahogany tree was sold within the community’s miniscule
market for a mere 3 kilos of sugar, about three dollars. However, if the tree owner’s rights were recognized outside the community, if he held a standardized title recognized in the national or global market
economy, the value of that same tree increases considerably: in Callao, Lima’s port city, for example, it
would be worth about US$12,000; in California, as much as US$50,000; and transformed into beautifully designed furniture, that mahogany tree could be worth as much as US$200,000.
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All these legal shortcomings of the current property rights situation in the Peruvian Amazon greatly hamper the indigenous peoples’ control over their territories and resources, as well as limit their possibilities of
benefitting fairly and equitably from them. By not sharing the same standards with other communities, let
alone with the rest of Peru or the world, they live in a kind of sterile economic apartheid. Each community is
imprisoned in its own tiny ghetto, incommunicado and unable to cooperate easily, in economic terms, with
people from that same community or other communities. In order to pull themselves out of poverty, the
prosperity to which indigenous peoples aspire including health, education, and other basic services that
they lack, are reachable only with the modern tools of a market economy. Without permeable boundaries,
signaling systems and connective mechanisms to join with others and divide labor on a global scale, they
are unable to create any significant added value. Furthermore, they cannot protect themselves from economic aggression, join forces with others, or gain access to significant amounts of credit, capital, or foreign
technology. Without these tools that have brought economic prosperity to the developed world, indigenous
peoples will remain marginalized and poor, will continue to lose their culture and identity, and will be swallowed up by the dominant society.

B. INDIGENOUS PEOPLES DO NOT HAVE CONTROL OVER THEIR ECONOMIC
ACTIVITIES:
Our findings show that for the majority of people living in communities in the Amazon, it is too expensive
to start a business. The requirements involve endless paperwork. The government offices that give the
required authorizations are located days or weeks of travel away — by canoe, on foot, or by bus. When
we conducted our research, obtaining a license to operate a partnership could take as many as 105 days
and cost as much as 6,000 soles (US$2,120). Enforcing a contract for a commitment worth 90,000 soles
(US$31,802) could translate into 580 days of paperwork and cost some 21,000 soles (US$7,420), completely
unaffordable for ordinary people. I imagine this has hardly changed.
The reason that these findings are dramatic is because business is the open system that formal law has
created, enabling humans to have a protected yet permeable space within which they can find the indispensable tools to organize, create added value, and protect themselves against voracious predators, while
connecting to other markets. In the world of business, these tools are: legal personhood (i.e. corporation),
limited liability, transferable shares, business identity, guarantees, and enforceable contracts. Let us now
examine the consequences of not being able to gain access to these business tools.
Without the option of creating a legal business with its own distinct and purposeful environment, the native
entrepreneur is unable to constitute a management hierarchy separate from his family or community, or
organize a group using purely economic criteria, without influences of any other kind. This greatly restricts
his access to human capital and severely limits his capacity to combine resources with people that do not
belong to his community. There is no way of knowing if one is dealing with an entrepreneur loyal to his economic interests, a warrior loyal to his military chief, a politician loyal to his ideology, a community member
loyal to an unidentified relative, or a parishioner enlightened by his faith.
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By not having access to the benefits of limited liability, an indigenous entrepreneur cannot put a limit on the
personal wealth that he is willing to liquidate in case the business fails. Therefore, whatever action he takes
will be with full personal responsibility, risking everything, becoming so indebted that he will have to spend
the rest of his life forced to work for the owner of his debt — in effect, enslaved (a situation not unheard of
among Amazonians).
By not being able to divide the value of his business into transferable shares, every time an Amazonian is
unable to pay even a part of his debt, he has to liquidate the total value of his enterprise. If he were able
to divide his business into shares, he would be able to liquidate only that part of his business to cover the
amount needed or exchange it for capital investment and perhaps keep some control over the enterprise.
By not having the official documents required to identify his business, an indigenous entrepreneur has no
way of making his business’ track record known or creating trust beyond the borders of his community.
Without being able to count on a system of guarantees — over the production of lumber, for instance — a
creditor’s capacity to recover a loan is reduced, and the indigenous person controlling the lumber will be
unable to gain access to credit, except in very small amounts or at very high rates of interest.
In the disorder and distances of the global economy, words can be easily swept away. Contracts and formal documents — written and properly registered — are required. These are the mechanisms providing
less abstract and more precise signals with a wider geographic reach than spoken words, since they are
devised according to international standards. They are also signals with specific functions. Promises to pay
are embodied and signaled in promissory notes, bills of exchange, and IOUs; authorizations are contained in
licenses and permits; values are in stocks, shares or liens; business identities are in statutes of incorporation;
and statements of monies paid or received are embodied in double-entry accounting books. For there to
be trust in savings and investment, for reputations to be based in facts, and for exploiters and swindlers to
be easily traced, all of these signals must enter the public memory: in official registries, in title and risk insurance, under the custody of private parties, in stock exchanges, or in other intermediary agencies, including
Peru’s notary publics.
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V.

Reasons for Lack of Legal Tools to Control Property and
Businesses

Numerous myths abound making us think the Amazonians don’t want or don’t need these controls, or that
they are incapable of using them. Among the most popular myths are: a. the natives live in a sort of communist paradise where everything is held in common and private rights are unnecessary; b. they are rich in
their own way; c. they don’t need anything from the outside world; d. they reject property and business; e.
they don’t need formal law; f. their world view is incompatible with globalization; and g. all that is needed to
prevent environmental deterioration is evicting the outsiders.
My colleagues and I have found that these popular beliefs are completely false. Here is our brief response
to each of them:

A. INDIGENOUS PEOPLES ARE COMMUNISTS
On the contrary, they live in an economic regime dominated by family and the individual. Their own leaders
and documents state this quite clearly. For example:
Statement # 1: “Neither public institutions nor NGOs should insist on promoting models for communal aquaculture (communal fish farms) that have been proven to fail, given that the indigenous model of production
is based on the family or extended family (interest groups).” The National Development Proposal for the
Amazon Region (p. 46.) was proposed by organizations of the indigenous peoples of the Amazon in Table
No. 4 and approved in December 2009.
Statement #2: The minutes of the “First Meeting of the Indigenous Organizations of the Northeastern Block
of the Marañón,” held in April 2008 in San Lorenzo, capital of the Province of Datem del Marañón (Loreto),
states, “We must promote and provide incentives for economic development at the family, association and
individual levels (communal enterprises do not work).” Also: “The economic program should draw up policies and strategies to facilitate the development of local, group, family and individual initiatives.”

B. THE NATIVES ARE WEALTHY IN THEIR OWN WAY
The indigenous peoples of the Amazon are not wealthy in any way whatsoever. All of us Peruvians are responsible for this by not providing them with adequate systems of control, which, along with their creative
capacities, would give them all the necessary conditions to become wealthy in several ways. The official
statistics demolish this particular widely held view:
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• Seven out of every ten natives in Peru are poor, and five out of every ten live in extreme poverty.
• Five of the poorest districts of Peru (Balsapuerto, Cahuapanas, Alto Pastaza, and Morona, in Loreto; and
Río Santiago, in Amazonas) are located in indigenous areas of the Amazon region of northern Peru.

• Poverty is also accompanied by several other deficiencies, particularly in the area of health. For example:
» Life expectancy among indigenous people is 20 years lower than in the rest of the country.
» Infant mortality is double the national average: for every thousand children born, 43 infants die.
» Chronic malnutrition — which severely limits future intellectual and physical development — affects
50% of all indigenous children who will have serious learning disabilities.
» Pernicious anemia affects 40% of indigenous children and 58.3% of pregnant women, endangering
their lives.
» Malaria, hepatitis B and D, leishmaniasis, and other such illnesses virtually non-existent in urban
areas are prevalent among indigenous communities.

• Forced labor in informal mining and logging activities is pervasive among indigenous children and teenagers. According to the ILO, 33,000 indigenous people, including women and children of the remotest
communities, fall victim to forced labor in illegal extractive activities.
Today, indigenous peoples require a prosperous economy to meet their growing demand for outside goods,
ranging from tools and clothing to food, and services, such as education and health. The little they have has
frequently been obtained by transferring their natural capital — biodiversity, forests, land, etc. — thus mortgaging future economic development.

C. INDIGENOUS PEOPLES PREFER THEIR ISOLATION AND DO NOT NEED THE
REST OF THE WORLD
False. Today in virtually every indigenous community, goods can be found from the outside world — from
matches, salt, ropes, machetes, axes, rifles, and fishhooks to motors, radios, and many other mechanical
and electrical goods. High on their wish lists are modern communication systems for their communities and
schools, especially radios, telephones, televisions, Internet, and motorboats.
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D. INDIGENOUS PEOPLES WANT NEITHER PROPERTY NOR BUSINESSES
If this were true, we wouldn’t have found in virtually every community we visited communal acts and maps
documenting how they themselves issue certificates of possession over their homes, farmland, hunting
areas and business transactions. These acts also reveal that almost all indigenous organizations repeatedly
request that their properties be titled, because there are, among other things, many disputes between and
among the different communities as well as with third parties over the use of their resources, and with invaders, whether settlers, concessionaires, or loggers on community lands. According to research done by
Escuela de Administración de Negocios para Graduados (ESAN), Peru’s Graduate School of Business, all of
the communities in the Amazon region have boundary disputes.

E. ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION IS A RESULT OF AWARDING PROPERTY RIGHTS
On the contrary: Both ‘deforestation’ and ‘environmental degradation’ primarily occur in areas without solid
property rights. Absence of property rights favors plundering and depletion of resources, along with degradation of different ecosystems — inside as well as outside indigenous territories — thereby affecting the biodiversity of the Amazon region. Without the control that documented property rights and legal businesses
provide to manage resources in a transparent manner, it is impossible to identify the owners of resources or
those responsible for them, and severely punish plunderers.

F. THE INDIGENOUS WORLDVIEW IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH GLOBALIZATION
There is no proof whatsoever that this is so. Nobody is culturally tied to any particular kind of economic organization. It’s comparable to saying that certain nationalities are culturally unfit for playing soccer or surfing
the Internet. Keep in mind that scarcely 30 years ago some people were actually claiming that the worldviews of China, India and former Soviet countries were incompatible with globalization. Sixty years ago, “experts” were also arguing that Japanese society would never work outside a feudal system, and that Arabs
and Eskimos could only organize tribally. Not only did these nationalities become globalized without losing
their cultural identity, they have also become important engines of globalization. Cultures are not museum
pieces but are constantly evolving and adapting, frequently borrowing elements from other cultures.
What is so different about the Amazonian worldview that it cannot adapt, improve and absorb the useful
traits of other cultures, and benefit from the positive effects of globalization?
What is certain is that people who are poor, without clear rights over their territories and business activities,
lack the resources to defend their culture, worldview, customs and traditions. Without these rights, the Amazonian peoples are in danger of being “assimilated” in such an alienating way that they could also lose their
self-esteem and security as a people.
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VI.

Why Are These Myths Created?

Indigenous peoples have never had the mechanisms to form their own opinions and express themselves
directly to the powers that be on the issues that most affect their lives and futures. Myths come from several
external agents that present themselves, and are commonly accepted, as spokesmen for the indigenous
peoples. And, of course, they have their own credibility as intellectuals, artists, activists, and government
officials who not only try to help the Amazon peoples but also write and make movies about them. They are
the “experts” on indigenous peoples that react with hostility when we so-called “non-experts” dare to tell a
different story. And perhaps justifiably so, for us newcomers to the Amazon have not dedicated ourselves to
the area’s problems or its peoples as much as they have.
But there is no reason to treat them as if they were pre-Columbian antiques residing in glass cases in the
Museum of Natural History, or invalids incapable of dealing with the rest of the world and modernity.
I may not have studied the Peruvian Amazon for ages, but in my experience, no matter what continent they
live on, when people that have been excluded from the system obtain the legal, political and technical tools
that allow them to organize and express themselves, they know perfectly well how to join the rest of the
world advantageously.
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VII.

Conclusion

Our findings confirm that the Amazon region is not a solitary and self-sufficient territory. It is a part of the real
world where the unstoppable and growing tide of globalization has already arrived. It is time for the indigenous peoples of the Amazon to consider the possibility of adopting property and business rights in order
to exchange signals with each other and the outside world, to combine their resources productively and
create diversity and wealth. This will assist in protecting themselves from the dangers of globalization and
benefitting from its advantages — just as life in the Amazon defends itself from environmental degradation
through biodiversity.
In that sense, for about a decade, I have been promoting the idea that it is time for indigenous peoples to
take the initiative and present their proposals to the country through their rights to petition, to propose legal
initiatives, grassroots initiatives, and referenda. All of this is in accordance with the Constitution of 1993 and
with commitments assumed by the Government of Peru before member countries of the Organization of
American States in 1992, and complementary legislation. All of these norms are mandatory and sources for
legal interpretation. We will thus come to know, through a debate focused on concrete proposals, what the
indigenous peoples of the Amazon really want and what seems reasonable to the rest of the country.
These are proactive mechanisms. They go beyond “dialogue/bargaining tables” which, though useful to
reduce tensions, are generally set up once social conflict has broken out. They, therefore, tend to encourage confrontation or violence to initiate talks. These are emergency devices that are hard to convert into
modern, solid and lasting institutions. Our proactive mechanisms go beyond consultations proposed in ILO
Convention 169 (with which Peru must comply), which are useful but insufficient, waiting passively for the
State to make proposals, divining what indigenous peoples might need instead of permitting them to make
their own proposals for all Peruvians to consider.
But why is it that the majority of us are not clear about what the indigenous peoples in the Peruvian Amazon
are demanding or cannot relate to their claims? Have they not protested enough? Or could it be that their
demands have been expropriated and retransmitted by those who believe that indigenous peoples should
not change, that wealth creation will deprive them of their identity? What has to be done so that the marginalized people of the Amazon will enter a dialogue with those who can help them on their way to modernity?
To this day, these are questions that call for a concrete response from the government of Peru and from other
countries that share the privilege of having the Amazon region as part of their territory like Peru.
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IX.

Appendices:

1. Picture 1: Peru’s Madre de Dios Region. “Without the rule of law, globalization can bring disorder”.
2. Picture 2: The indigenous peoples of the Amazon document, transfer, and rent their individual possessions, much like people in other parts of Peru.
3. Picture 3: Map of Marankiari Bajo (Lower Marankiari): The indigenous peoples of this area are subdividing community lands themselves.
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